Broadway Package

$$$$$

Is He A Friend of Yours?
This is the package couples choose when they plan to have a full wedding at a venue, with a
wedding party and lots of guests. I apply my full arsenal of experience to your ceremony. Many
couples feel like the only way they can have a personal ceremony is to have a friend or family
member officiate –not true! Celebrants, like me, are trained to learn all we need to learn about
you in order to write and perform a wedding that is so personal, your guests will feel as if I must
be some friend of yours. It’s sort of a magic trick. You fill out my couples’ questionnaire, I write
a ceremony for you, and then the three of us edit it together as needed, for as many drafts as it
takes. (Usually 1 revision to the original draft is all we need.) You are involved in the creation of
the ceremony, and you will know what I will say at your wedding. These ceremonies average
out to be 20-25 mins.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Full ceremony plus full Love Story
Non-obligatory in-person meeting
Writing and performing your ceremony
Advisement on rituals and ideas
Advisement on processional/recessional order
As many drafts of the ceremony as we need
My assistance with a rehearsal (same day within 2 hours of the ceremony)
Coordination with your other vendors (photographers, video team, musicians, planner)
Editorial guidance for your wedding vows
My travel to your venue and back
My signature on your license (included with all packages)

Off-Broadway Package

$$$$

Is He A Coworker of Yours, a Neighbor, or Your English Lit Professor?
With this arrangement, I have you fill out a condensed version of my couples’ questionnaire,
and I use that information to create a simple ceremony for you. This option is for couples doing
a much smaller wedding with fewer than 20 guests, in a public space like a park or a private
apartment/patio/balcony/backyard etc. These ceremonies average to be 12-15 mins.
•
•

Full ceremony plus briefer, highlight-reel Love Story
Non-obligatory in-person meeting

•
•
•
•
•
•

Writing and performing your ceremony
Advisement on rituals and ideas
Advisement on processional/recessional planning
Coordination with your other vendors (photographers, video team, musicians, planner)
My travel to your venue and back
My signature on your license (included with all packages)

Improv Package

$$

The simplest thing I can offer: a wedding ceremony that exults about love and marriage,
without being at all specific to you other than me saying your names. In this version, you don’t
need to reveal anything private to me, I can remain a stranger, a mere vendor, a means to an
end. These ceremonies may involve elements I use in bigger ceremonies, they may not –
sometimes I just make them up on the spot. 10-12 mins.

•
•
•
•
•

Simple ceremony, gets the job done, joyous but not personalized or specific to you
Writing and performing your ceremony
Coordination with your other vendors (photographers, video team, musicians, planner)
My travel to the location and back
My signature on your license (included with all packages)

Paper, Pen and Pleasantries

$

You come to the lobby of my building, convince me I should sign your marriage license, and I
sign your marriage license.
Perfect for couples who could not be bothered with formality, who need to get married in a
hurry for reasons they are not paying me enough to care about, and who think spending tons of
money on a wedding is ridiculous considering that all that money could go towards a mortgage,
a high-performing ETF or a child’s education.

